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Composition Functors and Spectral Séquences

by B. Eckmann and P. J. Hilton

1. Introduction

This paper constitutes an attempt at unification of the many spectral séquences
current in algebraic topology. The basic notion is that, given a factorization

f^—jp+ijpjp-i— (1.1)

of a morphism/ in a given category (£, and given a connected séquence of functors
Tq9 defined on the morphisms of G, then under certain very gênerai assumptions it
should be possible to obtain a spectral séquence relating T(f)to the objects T(jp).
If & is the category consisting of based topological spaces and based continuous

maps, and if the factorization (1.1) consists of two factors,

then it is fairly well-known that there is an exact séquence for homotopy, homology
and cohomology functors which does relate T(g) and T(h) to T(f). We regard such

an exact séquence both as a spécial case of the resuit we aim at and as the axiomatic

jumping-off point for the abstract algebraic theory which is developed and applied
in this paper.

In a previous paper [10], to which this may be regarded as a sequel, we established

the machinery of exact couples and spectral séquences in an abelian category 31. In
particular we studied the convergence problem in its fullest generality, and established

the exact séquence (Theorem 4.16 of [10]),

O-^cokera'^fi^kera ->0, (1.2)

as a functor of the exact couple

D 5L_H>£>

J (1-3)

£

where t/=i)/a"QO(0)=i)/U»a"n(0), /=a°°D=C\n*nD, and a':U-+U9 a":/->/ are

induced by a. We obtained convergence theorems from (1.2), and used hypothèses

about the grading of the couple (1.3) to dérive properties of oc' and oc\ Thèse

convergence theorems naturally play a crucial rôle in the applications which appear in
this paper. We also defined and discussed in [10] a spécial diagram in 31 which we
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called a Rees System. This diagram also plays a key rôle in the présent paper. Thus,
both for the content of the earlier paper and for the notations introduced there and
continued into the présent paper, a certain familiarity with [10] must be assumed of
the reader. This is especially true of section 5.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the gênerai concept
of a connected séquence of functors defined on the morphisms of a category G. To
avoid confusion with the (very closely related) concept of an exact séquence
of functors defined on the objects of an abelian categoryx), we adopt the termi-
nology composition functor for the concept introduced hère. Thus a composition
functor (T, œ) from (£ to the abelian category 91 consists of graded functor
T=(Tq, -~ao<q<co), Tq: (£2-*% together with a graded natural transformation
co — (coq, —oo<q<oo), subject to the condition that, given f=hg in (£, the séquence

(1.4)

is exact. Properties of composition-functors are obtained; in particular, the case when
(£ is a pointed category is picked out and the familiar relation between the homotopy
séquences of a pair and a triple is generalized and the logical relation between the

two séquences is elucidated. In the course of this study a certain 'rolling stone' lemma
from homological algebra (Lemma 2.14) is formulated; this may hâve some interest
in its own right.

In section 3 we dérive certain conséquences from the associativity of composition
in (£, when a composition functor is applied. The main resuit, in essence, is the com-
mutative diagram (3.3). This is really a spécial case of the exact couple which we obtain
from an arbitrary factorization (1.1); in fact, the spécial case of three factors,

/= wvu.

Moreover, the various commutativity relations incorporated in (3.3) are crucial to
establishing the properties of the associated Rees System in the gênerai case (1.1).
Thus we may say that we assume axiomatically the properties of the Rees System for
a factorization into two factors-this is just (1.4); we then deduce the required properties

for a factorization into three factors - this is (3.3); and we may then jump to the

gênerai case of an arbitrary infinité factorization.
In section 4 we digress from the programme outlined to enlarge the scope of

*) Dold [5] introduced the notion of an exact séquence of functors. His notion and that of a

composition functor are distinct but hâve overlapping domains where they agrée. The relation between
the two notions is studied by I. Pressman in his doctoral thesis (Cornell University, 1965). Dold [7]
has discussed half-exact functors. Again, there is overlap, but there is the crucial différence that Dold
always requires some excision property for his functors, whereas we do not.
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application of composition functors by introducing cut-off functors. Hère we hâve

principally in mind the case of the homotopy groups nq. It is well-known that, for a

map/, nq(f) is an abelian group if q>3, a group if q 2, and a based set if q=l.
In order, then, to apply the theory of composition functors it is necessary to modify
the définition of nq for q < 3. Our main observation hère is that there is a process which
does not require that nq had been defined at ail for q<3 (let alone that exactness is in
some sensé preserved down to #=1). Thus we suppose that (T, œ) is defined down to
dimension q. We then define Tq_t and œq in such a way that, if we take Tr=0, r <q-1,
we obtain a composition-functor. This process is quite natural and may, of course, be

applied to 'cut-off ' any composition functor.
Section 5 contains our main theoretical results. In it we apply the theory of [10]

to the case when a composition functor (T, œ) is applied to a factorization (1.1). The
factorizations we consider are 'doubly-infinite'. We introduce this generality not
because such factorizations hâve so far turned up in nature1) (though they can easily
be synthesized in the laboratory), but because both left-finite, right-infinite
factorizations (e.g., skeleton décompositions of infinite-dimensional polyhedra), and right-
finite, left-infinite factorizations (e.g., Postnikov décompositions) do certainly arise

and we wish to handle both simultaneously. We obtain (Theorem 5.5) a bigraded
Rees system and pass to the limit 5.11. In the latter the graded groups associated with

r(/), \imT(gp), and UmT(gp), ail suitably filtered, appear and we then apply the

convergence criteria, established in [10] and adapted to our situation, to relate thèse

graded groups to the E^ term of the spectral séquence arising from either exact

couple of the Rees system. Hère gp=jpjp-i..., gp=-jp+ijpl thus each is a familiar
morphism in any of the standard factorizations arising in algebraic topology. The
section closes with an explicit description of the objects ker a", coker a' which occur
in the crucial short exact séquence (1.2) and which measure, under suitable hypothèses,
the déviation of E^ from the graded group associated with T(f). For we wish to
emphasize that we are not just concerned to give conditions under which E^ is

isomorphic to this graded group; we regard it as a justification of the lengthy alge-

braical preliminaries that we are able immediately to identify the déviation when

isomorphism does not hold.
In Section 6 we take up the contravariant case, that is, the case in which it is natural

to regard each Tq as a contravariant functor into the abelian category 91, say, rather
than as a covariant functor into 9Iopp. Of course, nothing new enters into the theory
as a resuit of this changed point of view, but, as the authors hâve themselves dis-

covered, there is a considérable pedagogical problem in effecting a smooth translation
of the previous results into contravariant terms. We adopt, for the purpose of achiev-

xj That is, in topology! A complète resolution can be interprétée! as a doubly-infinite factorization
arising in homological algebra.
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ing such a smooth transition, the convention of relabelling the factorization (1.1) in
such a way that the results of Section 5 continue to hold in the contravariant case

without any substantial - and hence confusing - change of statement being required.
In particular, the Rees Systems (5.6) and (6.6) hâve identical appearance and practi-
cally identical properties, the one différence being that the ^-degrees of the morphisms
are changed into their négatives. Even this one différence could hâve been eliminated
had we not been so conservative as to wish to retain the convention that the co-
boundary raises degree by 1

We stress that, up to this point, we hâve introduced no spécial catégories (£, al-
though our examples hâve been largely, but not entirely, drawn from topology. Thus
our results certainly contain no référence to homotopy axioms or excision axioms,
since thèse are naturally, though not exclusively, formulated in catégories of topo-
logical spaces. Section 7, on the other hand, is devoted to a description of several

applications of the theory to algebraic topology. The spectral séquences are set up
then, using only the exactness axiom (1.4); but in Computing with any given spectral

séquence (for example, in identifying the differentials dn) the homotopy and excision

axioms, where they hold, are plainly of vital importance. The first example given is

that of the Massey spectral séquence [19], hère slightly generalized. This arises by
applying a covariant composition functor to a skeleton décomposition. The second

example is that of the Fédérer spectral séquence [14] and the treatment is similar;
hère, however, the composition functor is contravariant so that the conventions of
section 6 are applied. Thèse lead to some unusual degree conventions but no difficulty
ensues.^Thedifferential^oisidentifiedand convergence conditions are discussed. In
particular, the point arises hère of the completeness of the filtration of T(f), referred
to above. We emphasize that the question of completeness (see [11, 13]) is quite
distinct from that of the relation of E^ to @T(f)9 but it does, of course, affect the

extent to which the spectral séquence can provide information about T(f).
In the third example the Fédérer spectral séquence is applied to a representable

cohomology theory; the resuit is an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral séquence relating
ordinary and extraordinary cohomology. Convergence questions are again taken up
and the completeness of the filtration is discussed. In particular, we sketch the proof
that a cohomology theory with dimension axiom on the category of CW-complexes
coïncides with the cellular theory, provided it satisfies a certain wedge axiom (see

Brown [4]). We also discuss abstract cohomology théories (i.e., those not necessarily

given by an &-spectrum).
In the final example the covariant truncated composition factor TIq(A, is applied

x) We point out that we are not recommending thèse degree conventions when a single one of
the examples of Section 7 is under considération. The conventions are designed solely to achieve a

unification of the gênerai theoretical results.
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to a right-finite composition of fibrations. This case includes that of a Postnikov
décomposition of a space X and that of the Adams spectral séquence [1]; the latter
was discussed rather fully in [17], from the présent point of view, and so has been

omitted from the présent paper.
The authors wish to acknowledge the important contribution of P. J. Huber to

the early development of the ideas in this paper; indeed, Eckmann and Huber, in a

more restricted and earlier approach to the problem, [12], developed much of the
material of [10] in the category of abelian groups and applied it in connection with
the functors IIq(A, TIq( B). It should also be remarked that Dold [6, 7] has al-

ready dealt with the case when we are working in the category of finite CW-complexes
and (1.1) is a skeleton décomposition. His results there go further in as much as he

has also elucidated the product structure in the spectral séquence associated with a

half-exact functor. It seems, however, that one should not always demand excision;
and that one should look at other filtrations of complexes (e.g., the Milnor flltration,
the James filtration of a reduced product complex); and that one should also hâve

available 'cofiltrations' of complexes (e.g., the Postnikov décomposition). Thus, even

if we confine attention to applications to algebraic topology, a case for generalization
does exist.

A preliminary report on the contents of the présent paper appeared in [16].

2. Composition functors

Let (E be an arbitrary category ; let (E2 be the category of diagrams in (E based on
the model category

and let (E3 be the category of diagrams in (E based on the model category

The objects of (E2 are thus morphisms of (E, and the objects of (E3 are pairs of morph-
isms (/, g) such that gfis defined. There are functors

L,R:(E3->(E2

A composition functor, (T, œ) from (E to the abelian category $1 consists of
(i) a graded functor T={Tq, - oo < q < oo), Tq: (E2->9I

and

(ii) a graded naturai transformation co (œqi —co<q<co), coq: TqR^>Tq-lL:
(E3->9I subject to the exactness condition:
for any (/, g)e (E3, the séquence (inf(/)f)ft (2.1)
is exact.
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Proposition 2.2 If (T, a>) is a composition functor from (E to 31 and iff is an
équivalence in (E, then Tq(f) 0for ail q.

Proof We apply (2.1) to the object (/, 1) and obtain the exact séquence

•••-rfa)-^T,a)-^T,(l)-5!^llTf_1(/)->... (2.3)

Now (1) and ({) are équivalences in (E2. Thus Tq({) and Tq({) are isomorphisms, so
that (2.3) is just the zéro séquence.

Before proceeding further, we make explicit the naturally condition on co. We

suppose given the commutative diagrams

U .1 Je (2.4)

in (E; then, for each q, the diagram

Tq(g2) * 2> 2> 7i-1 (/2)
commutes.

Now let us suppose that (E posseses a zero-object, o. Then there are unique mor-
phisms 0x:o-+X, 0x:X-+o, and we obtain in this way embeddings

given by

j(X) Ox,

We define graded functors t, f from (E to 31 by

t=Ti, î Tî, (2.6)

and graded natural transformation 8, S by

ïï œj, 9 0)/. (2.7)

Thus

2,(/) »<](/) ®f (OxJ): Tf (f - If-i W, and

S,(/) o>f/a) o>,(/,or): tf (y)-. rf_, (/).

Let C be the graded transformation given by t>q{X) œq{Qx, 0*). We prove
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Theorem 2.8 (i) C îs a gradednatural équivalence, Cq'^q Iq-il 00 in the diagram

^^Wr)^ûr,(/)Ml ïq{x) _.

-^+ Iq(Y) -^i^T,(/)
â,(/) Tf(£),

squares commute and the rows are exact; (ni) for any

ind3,

Proof (i) To see that is natural, we apply (2.5) to the diagram

l if t
o -> Y -* o

To see that Ç is an équivalence, we construct the séquence (2.1) for (0x, 0x) and

apply Proposition 2.2.

(ii) The rows are exact, being simply (2.1) for j(f), /(/) respectively. The first

square commutes because is natural; for the second we apply (2.5) to the diagram

and for the third we apply (2.5) to the diagram

o-*X -+ o.

(iii) In the light of (ii) it suffices to show that

coq (/, g) çrq _ (/) ° dq (g). (2.10)

This, however, follows immediately by applying (2.5) to the diagram

o ->Y£+Z

i ii ii
V v ~V ^ *¦ 7
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Remarks (i) In most applications, the lower séquence of Theorem 2.8 (ii) is the
first to become familiar, especially when / is an inclusion ; the upper séquence was
noticed (e.g. in [3]) when homology and homotopy functors were applied directly
to maps without the intervention of a "mapping-eylinder" to reduce them effectively
to inclusions.

(ii) Notice that (2.9) asserts that, for a pointed category, coisentirely known when
£ is known; so, a fortiori, are 9 and S. Further we hâve

»,(/,«) <r,-i(/)°9,(g) 5f (/)"*,&)¦ (2.H)

We now prove a converse of Theorem 2.8. Suppose given a graded functor
T: (£2-»2Ianda graded natural transformation Ç, Çq'Tq-+iq-i: (£->2I. There are then

séquences, and a map of séquences,

.»- Iq(X) -A^L If(y) -iî^Tfa)-^lïf.iW^--- (2.12b)

for any/: Jf-> F in (£, where â, g are defined as in Theorem 2.8 and S, 9 are defined

to make the appropriate squares commute. Then we hâve

Theorem 2.13 If (2.12a) or (2.12b) is exact (for allf), then

(i) C is an équivalence

(ii) (2.12a) and (2.12b) are both exact (for allf) ;

(iii) if co is given by (2.11), then (T, a>) is a composition functor and

Proof (i) Let us suppose for definiteness that (2.12a) is exact. Setting Y=o, and

noting that then <r€(/) l, we deduce that rq(o)=0 for ail q. But if we now set X=o
and look at the centre square we hâve

Thus C€+1 (y) is an isomorphism and so Ç is an équivalence. Similarly one deduces

the conclusion from the assumption that (2.12b) is exact.

(ii) follows immediately from (i).
(iii) We first show that œq is natural, that is, that (2.5) holds. We note that, in
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the notation of (2.4),

Vi(/2)oï,-iW= -,-i(S)off€-i(/i), and

^(g2)oTq{l) Tq(ri)oâq(gl),

just because Tq-l9Tq are functors. Thus

since f îs natural

The relation co^(0x, 0x)=C€(^) is immédiate from the définition of œq, so it
remains only to prove the exactness of (2.1). We invoke the following gênerai lemma.

Lemma 2.14 Let % be an abelian category and let

1* K

èe a commutative diagram in 9t. We consider the four séquences ofmorphisms marked
1, 2, 3, 4 and assume

(i) three of the four séquences are exact;
(ii) the fourth séquence is differential where it appears vertically or horizontally.

Then the fourth séquence is exact.

Proof We may suppose that ÎI is the category of abelian groups. The argument
now proceeds by standard diagram-chasing and is left to the reader. (Note the

symmetry in the rôles of the four séquences in the diagram; thus we may suppose that
the séquences 1, 2 and 3 are exact in the proof, without loss of generality).
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We apply Lemma 2.14 to the diagram

WJT) Jïii^ t.

*,(«/)

^ W)
where we hâve omitted the underlines from the séquences (2.12b). The commutativity
of a, b, and d follows from the functorial property of T. The commutativity of c

follows by applying (2.5) to the diagram

the commutativity of e follows by applying (2.5) to the diagram

ï if ii

and the commutativity of/is just (2.10) - which followed from the naturality of co.

Thus, to apply Lemma 2.14 to prove the exactness of (2.1), it remains to show that (2.1)
is differential at Tq(gf).

'
Now ({) (iM^M1/) (£)• But TMr)' rf(/hrf(lf), and the exactness of (2.12)

immediately implies that Tq(lY) 0. Thus 0, and the lemma may be

applied to complète the proof of the theorem.
We hâve therefore established that, in a pointed category G, a composition

functor (T, co) may be specified by (T, C), or, indeed, by (T, ô) or (T, B). We will
permit ourselves in the sequel to use whichever spécification is convenient.
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Examples, (i) (£=X, the category of topological spaces, and Tq Hq9 the qth

singular homology group (with integer coefficients, say). Hère ÎI is the category of
abelian groups. We apply Hq directly to the singular chain complex of/itself. The
existence of co and the exactness of (2.1) then follow from standard homological
algebra. We may also consider cohomology (essentially, by considering the category
dual to the category of abelian groups). We obtain a pointed category by replacing X
by the category Xo of based spaces and based maps and may then apply Theorems
2.8, 2.13.

(ii) £ category of yl-modules, Tq Ext^q (A, q<09 Tq nq(A, q>0. Hère

nq stands for the projective homotopy group of [8, 15]. The category îï is the category
of abelian groups. We note that our formulation requires that the functors Extj (A,
and nq(A, be applied to morphisms of (L This may be achieved, by defining Extj
{A, cp) to be Ext^ {A, C^), where C^ is the injective mapping cône of cp, q>0, and

defining nq(A, ç) to be nq^i(A, K^), where K^ is defined in a manner dual to C^, q>0,
A spécial définition of no(A, cp)9 and a natural définition of co, may then be given to
make (Tq, co) a composition functor. For détails see [18].

3. Associativity of composition

Of course, the associativity of composition in (£ is essential to the définition of
composition in G2 and (E3 (since, otherwise, the juxtaposition of commutative squares
would not lead to a commutative square). In this section we draw some further ele-

mentary conséquences from associativity under the application of a composition
functor.

We consider the diagram

¦X-XZ. (3.1)

in (E, so that wvu=w(vu) (wv)u. We expand the diagram (3.1) to the commutative

diagram

i
%Til (3-2)

Now let (T, co) be a composition functor from £ to 91. We apply (T, co) to the
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diagram (3.2) and obtain the commutative diagram

••¦-> 7»-m Tq(Vu) -Mil Tq(v)
Il \ T i1)1 1q\w)

Hère the rows are, of course, exact: the commutativity of the squares on the right
will be invoked in section 5, when we discuss the Rees System obtained by applying
a composition functor to a morphism in G. Indeed, (2.1) and (3.3) may be regarded
as the spécial cases of the Rees System, when the factorization involves two and three
factors respectively.

We may apply the Barratt-Whitehead procédure [3] to (3.3) to obtain three

"Mayer-Vietoris" séquences. However, it turns out that the first and third essentially
coincide; thus we obtain the following resuit.

Theorem 3.4 Suppose given the diagram (3.1) in (£ and a composition functor
(r, co)from G to % Then there are exact séquences

x*«w, *«vl//>T€(wi;)-»- (3.5)

(3.6)

(Notice that the séquence obtained from the last two rows of (3.3) coincides with
(3.5) in the light of the commutativity of the right-hand centre square of (3.3).)

Examples (i) Consider a nested séquence of complexes NcMcLaK. Then

applying the homology functor we obtain an exact séquence

and an exact séquence
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(ii) Let Kn be the «-skeleton of the complex K. Then applying the homotopy
functor we obtain an exact séquence

and an exact séquence

Remarks (i) (3.5) and (3.6), which were deduced from (2.1) are, in fact, each

équivalent to (2.1); for we recover (2.1) from (3.5) or (3.6) by setting v l or w=l
(or w l) respectively.

(ii) It might be interesting to study the interrelations of (3.5) and (3.6).

4. Cut-off functors

In the second example in section 3 we implicitly invoked the homotopy groups as

a composition functor. Plainly this is not valid without some modification as n2
is not a functor to abelian groups but to groups1), n1 is a functor to sets, and nq is

not defined for q<\. Now Massey described in [19] a procédure whereby one may
adapt the functor n so that its values are always abelian groups. We will simply describe
this procédure in the setting in which we are developing the theory.

Let G be a category and 31 an abelian category. We will suppose throughout this
section that G is pointed. Then a truncated composition functor from G to 51 is a

triple (T,co,t) where teZ, T=(Tq,q>t) is a graded functor from C2 to 31, and
œ (œr q>t+l)9coq:TqR->Tq-.lL:(£3-+% is a graded natural transformation. More-
over, the triple is subject to the exactness condition: the séquence

•••-> Tf(/)- Tq(gf)^ T,(g)- T^C/)-*..- T,(/-)- T,(g/)- r,(g) (4.1)

is exact for ail (/, g)e (E3. We may for further précision say that (T, œ, i) is truncated
below at t; one may deal similarly with composition functors truncated above, but
there is no necessity to deal with them separately since they may be brought within
the compass of the case considered by considering composition functors from
Gopp to 3Iopp and applying the sign-reversing trick. If a composition functor is
truncated above and below then we may apply the technique described below first to the
lower and then to the upper end of its domain of définition.

Our object, then, is to take û composition functor truncated below at t, and to
construct from it a composition functor, over the whole range - oo < q < oo, which

Recall that, hère, nq : (£2 -> %b, q > 2 ; that is, we are considering the homotopy groups of maps.
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coincides with the given functor where the latter is defined. We do this in a canonical

way and, as is to be expected, it turns out that it is only necessary to find suitable
définitions of Tt_u œv

Let, then, (T, co, t) be a truncated composition functor from (£ to 31. Then rr xq

are defined for q>t, and Çq'Tq-*iq-u given by

Cq(X) œq(0x,0x)i (4.2)

is defined for q>t+1, and it follows, just as in section 2, that Çq is a natural
équivalence. For the analogue of Proposition 2.2 plainly holds if we replace (T9 co) by
(r, co, t) and only ask for the conclusion for q> t.

We now proceed to extend T so that it is defined for each q. Specifically we set,

for/eG2,
W/)-coker f,(/),
W) 0, q<t-l (43)

Since xt is a functor it is plain that Tt_t is indeed a functor (E2-»3I. Moreover
since (as was observed above) Tr(o)=Tt(l0) 0, it follows that

ï,_ (X) T,_! (0x) coker ït(0x) coker (0 -+ ff(X)) ff(X),
Tf(X) îf.1(X); (4.4)

and Tr_! (Z) T,.! (0x) coker ff(0x) coker (xt(X) -> 0) 0,
0. (4.5)

We further extend (>q\xq — xq^l from (4.2), to the whole range by setting

aal:f'->I'-i
(4.6)l(0) ^<r l ;

Définition (4.6) is valid in the light of (4.4), (4.5).

Theorem 4.7. The pair (T9Q satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.13. Moreover,
the associated composition functor extends the original truncated composition functor
over the whole range.

Proof We must verify the exactness of one of the séquences

Let K(/):ft(F)^> coker tf(/)= Tj.^/) be the natural projection. Itthen suffices

to show that K(/)=gf«1(/) Tf_1(i^). We hâve, however, the commutative dia-
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gram o -*

ï,{y) -> f,(y)

and this establishes the resuit. The second assertion is quite évident in view of (4.2).
Note that

cot(f,g) K(f)oât(g):Tt(g)-+ T^if).
Remark In [19], Massey modifies the homotopy group functor by replacing n2(f)

by the subgroup Im n2(Y)c:n2(f). This procédure is essentially équivalent to ours,
but in our formulation it is superfluous to suppose that n2(f) is already defined in
a larger category than ?Iè, namely in the category © of groups. We now proceed to
describe this example in détail.

Example 4.8 Let %0 be the category of based spaces and based maps. We take
Ae%0 and we then hâve a truncated composition functor (r, co, 3), where Tq IIq(A,
and coq is the natural boundary homomorphism in the homotopy séquence of a triple.
Then x3(X) n3(A9 0x) n2(A, X) and x3{f)=f*\II2(A, X)->n2(A9 Y). Thus the

procédure we hâve described leads to the définition T2(/) coker/5H. In fact, of
course, coker/*^/m II2(A9 Y)czII2(A,f); but it was not necessary to our purpose
that II2(A,f) had already been defined as a group. Indeed it was not even necessary
that n2(A9 X) had already been defined as an abelian group. For, given the functor
n3(A, we could hâve defined T2 as in the gênerai theory and we would then hâve
had l2(X) T3(X)( n2(A9 X)).

This example serves to underline a gênerai question. We plainly lose information
in passing from TI2(A, to T2. We should therefore investigate the question to what
extent we need the structure of an abelian category for the range category of T. This
question has been considered (from a slightly différent viewpoint) by Dold; and we
ourselves hope to return to it in a subséquent paper. Meanwhile we think it worth
mentioning that we cannot apply the procédure described in this section when, for
example, we replace $1 by the category of groups. For

nt (X)4 m (Y) -» coker/* -» 0

is not always exact in (5.

We should point out how the gênerai argument we hâve given would proceed if
we began with a truncated System (T, t). That is, we might hâve assumed the

functors Tq defined for q>t, the natural transformation Ç: ïq-^xq-1 for q>t+l and

then that (2.12a) or (2.12b) is exact so far as it is defined. However there is then a

différence of an essential nature between thèse two séquences since (2.12b) terminâtes
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at -»T,(/), whereas (2.12a) goes on for two more terms. If we assume (2.12a) exact
then we infer (setting X~ Y=o) that xq(o)=09 q>t, and hence, as in the proof of
Theorem 2.13(i), that Çq is an équivalence, q^t+ l. Thus we may proceed to define

Tt_x, Ct as in (4.3), (4.6) and so extend (T, Ç, i) to a full System (T, Q. If on the other
hand we assumed (2.12b) exact, we would then hâve no reason to assume the exactness
of it(Y)-+Tt(f)-*Tt(X) or, equivalently, to suppose Çf+1 an équivalence. Thus, the
hypothesis of the exactness of (2.12b) would need to be supplemented by a condition
équivalent to that of supposing Çt+1 to be a natural équivalence in order that the
truncated System could be completed.

5. Factorizations of morphisms

Let G be a category (not necessarily pointed) and let/be a morphism in G. Afinite
factorization of/is then an expression for/as

f — JPo '"jp+l jpjp-l "JPt » (5-1)

where each/p, Pi<!p<P0, is a morphism in (£. The length of the factorization is

Po-Pi + l.
We wish to consider infinité factorizations of/. By an infinité factorization of/

we understand a triple of séquences of morphisms in &,(jp, gp, gp, — oo</?<oo),
satisfying the relations

f gpgp-i, jPgP-i=gP, gp+ijp^gp, -ocx/xoo. (5.2)

Formally we may write

J '-Jp+i JpJp-i •••

Bp jpJp+1 ••• j

êp ==: "'Jp+ 1 Jpr

and regard/as factorized as an (infinité) product of the morphisms jp. The case (5.1)
of the finite factorization of/is then subsumed under the définition of an infinité
factorization by taking

gp l, p<Pi9 (5.3)

gp=l, p>P0. (5.4)

Notice that (5.3) implies jp l,p<Pt, and (5.4) implies jp=l,p>P0. If (5.3) holds

we say that the factorization of/is left-finite, and if (5.4) holds we say that the
factorization of/is Hght-finite.

Examples (i) The skeleton décomposition of a simplicial complex is a left-finite
factorization by inclusions. It is finite if the complex is finite-dimensional.

(îi) The Postnikov décomposition of a 1-connected space is a right-finite
factorization of fibrations.
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(iii) An injective resolution of a module gives rise to a left-finite factorization ; a
projective resolution of a module to a right-finite factorization.

Now let (r, œ) be a composition-functor from G to % and let (5.2) be an infinité
factorization of/. We then utilize the exactness axiom (2.1) to prove

Theorem 5.5 There is a diagram in %ZxZ

D

in which

(0

(5.6)

); E

(iii) dega degâ

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

(0, 0); 1);

(a, P, y) and (a, /?, y) are exact couples;

(£, (p, (p) is an exact triangle ;

the commutativity relations a £ £ â, /?£ /?, y £y hold;
oc ^p*^, oc ^) ^> yor an p9 q,

(pp ypppfor allp,q;
spectral séquences associated with (a, p, y), (â, /?, y) coïncide and

(5.7)

Statements (iHv) are immédiate conséquences of the exactness axiom (2.1).
Statement (vi) ist just the commutativity of the three right-hand squares in (3.3),
where w=gp_1, v=jp9 w=gp+l.
Statements (vii) and (viii) follow from the functorial nature of Tq. Now statements

(iv)-(vi) assert that (5.6) is a Rees System [10]; thus Theorem 7.10 of [10] may be

applied to show that the spectral séquences associated with (a, fi, y), (â, /?, y) coïncide.

Finally (5.7) follows from the commutativity of the right-hand bottom square in (3.3),
where

(Recall that d'^^
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Let #e2Iz be given by <Pq=Tq(f). Then

where A : £-»£z is the functor, defined for any category £, given by

(AB)P B, (forallpeZ).
Let 0 : £z-»£z be the functor given by

(0M)P Mp~\ Me£z.
Then 0A=A. (5.8)

Let 9: l-*9 be the natural transformation given by: $M:M-»0M is the morphism of
degree 1 which is the identity on each component. Then, in particular,

9AB:AB-*AB
is an automorphism; we write it simply as 5.

With this convention, we note that Fin (5.6) admits the automorphism # and that,
in terms of this automorphism, statements (vii) and (viii) of Theorem 5.5 may be

reexpressed as n___n_n_i n _.
(pCt ir(pi(X,(p:=(p&, (pv (p — y p W*9)

where we regard cp, (p as having some fixed, but arbitrary, /?-degree, subject only to
the condition that the sum of their /?~degrees is 1 (see Theorem 5.5(iii)). The degree

of S is (1, 0).

Comparing with (7.9) of [10], we conclude

Theorem 5.10 The diagram (5.6) is a spécial Rees system, where B:F^F is given

"y np, q | jnp, n vp + 1 ,Q

The gênerai theory of spécial Rees Systems thus applies to (5.6). We may, in

particular, pass to the limit and obtain the diagram (see Theorem 7.32 and subséquent
remarks in [10])

coker à' > coker a' »

coker â' > ker 5."

(5.11)

ker a ' ker a"
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where

(i) commutativity holds in ail squares and triangles;
(ii) the horizontal and vertical séquences are exact;
(iii) {' and £" are induced by £ and hâve degree (-1, -1);
(iv) /?*, y*, jS*, y* are induced by /?, y, p, y and hâve their respective degrees;
(v) <p\ cp" are induced by q>, îp and hâve degrees (0, 0);
(vi) &F is the /?-graded object associated with the filtration

c=...c=T(/)
which coïncides with the filtration

...c ker^p c ker ^p+1c=...cz T(f);
(vii) ^D00 is the p-graded object associated with the filtration

...c tt'-1 TV1) c *'T(g*) c=...clim(T(gp),ap);

(viii) &D~™ is the p-graded object associated with the filtration

...c ker 7ip c ker tïp+1 c..czlim(T(gp),âp);

(ix) ai, *"0 are of degree (0, 0);
P

(x) ^+ 5, 9" 9 are induced by <p, ^ and hâve degree (0, 0).
Hère (Z)00, ^) lim(r(gp), ol% (D'™, np) =\\m(T(gp), âp).

p p

Remarks (i) The interprétation of &F is simply taken from (6.18) in [10]; we
hâve hère written &F rather than F+ in order to stress that it is a graded object
associated with a filtration.

(ii) When we identify F~ with F+ (Theorem 7.26 of [10]), we do so via an auto-
morphism induced by S which has degree (1,0). This explains why îp"(p' has/?-degree 0
while cpcp has/j-degree 1. This remark is also brought out in the two descriptions above
of the filtration of T(/).

(iii) The diagram (5.11) has been supplemented by the objects ^D00, ^5~°°
and their associated morphisms in order to emphasize that it is impossible to obtain
from the spectral séquence information about Fnot relevant to D00 or j)"00.

(iv) Consider the morphism il/p>p>:Dp-+Dpf, given by

p'^p>p,= ^p>p, + l and \l/Ptpfap~i=il/p-Upf. Thus the family ij/PtP, détermine a

morphism il/:Dco-+D~ço with np ^inp \\ip,p>. Moreover ^ is filtration preserving; for

so that il/ induces \jjp:npDp-+ker np+l. The morphisms \j/p induce a morphism
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o of the associated graded objects which is just the composite

We now draw the évident conclusions from (5.11). We first state the formai
conclusions and then interpret them in terms of the factorization (5.2) and the

composition functor (J, co).

Theorem 5.12 (i) If ^ 0, then ail objects in (5.11) are zéro; in particular

(ii) # coker ôc'=O, then coker à'^D00^ GF, j^^ker â", and there is an exact

séquence

E^-^kera". (5.13)

(iii) Ifket a" 0, then ^F^^5"°°^ker cT, coker a's^, and there is an exact

séquence
coker â'y+E^-v&F. (5.14)

(iv) If coker â' kera" 0, f/iert a// other objects in (5.11) are isomorphic; in

particular
(5.15)

It should be noted that we are concerned hère with morphisms of bigraded
objects; thus the isomorphisms of this theorem are not necessarily of degree (0, 0).
Indeed, the degrees of the morphisms above may be readily inferred from the state-

ments following (5.11); in particular, when (5.15) holds the isomorphism in question
has degree (0, 0).

We now discuss conditions under which the hypothèses of Theorem 5.12 are

verified. Let us say that the factorization (5.2) is left-T-finite if, for each q, there is a

that

Thus (5.2) is left-T-finite if and only if, in (5.6), D is positively graded in the sensé of
[10]; and plainly (5.2) is left-J-finite if it is left-finite. We also introduced in [10]
the concept of D being ultimately positively graded; by this we understood that Dn is

positively graded for some n. There is a more gênerai - and, in a sensé, more natural -
définition of this concept, in which the index n is itself allowed to dépend on1) q. We

are led, then, to make the following définition. The factorization (5.2) is ultimately
left-7Vfinite if, for each q, there exist n(q), Pi(q) such that

awr€(gp_B) 0, p<Pl9
where aw is the nth power of the morphism a.

l) This generalization was suggested by R. Greenblatt.
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There is evidently the corresponding notion of an ultimately right-T-finite factor-
ization. We then hâve

Corollary 5.16 (i) Ifthe factorization (5.2) is ultimately right-T-finite then there
is an exact séquence

(ii) If the factorization (5.2) is ultimately left-T-finite then there is an exact séquence

coker â'^J^-^F.
(iii) If the factorization (5.2) is ultimately T-finite then

We recall that ^Fis the bigraded object explained in (5.11 i); E^ is the limit of
the spectral séquence associated with each of the couples (a, p, y), (â, /?, y) of Theorem
5.5; a":/->/ is the endomorphism induced by a:Z)-»D, where I=f)nanD; and
ôtf:Û—Û is the endomorphism1) induced by <x:D-+D, where Û=D/{Jnker ân.

We also remark that the condition on (5.2) imposed in Corollary 5.16(i) implies not
simply that coker â' 0 but even that (7=0; it is therefore very far from a necessary
condition for the validity of (5.13); similar remarks hold for (ii) and (iii) above.

In [10] we also introduced the notion of stationarity for the endomorphism
a :£)->/). Generalizing as for positive and négative grading, we say that a is ultimately
positively stationary if, given any qy there exist n(q)9 po(q) such that <x%'q is an iso-

morphism forp>p0. Similarly we define ultimate négative stationarity; and we say
that the factorization (5.2) is ultimately right-T-stationary if a:T(g)-*T(g) is

ultimately positively stationary; and that it is ultimately left-T-stationary if dï:T(g)->T(g)
is ultimately negatively stationary. We hâve the following implications.

Proposition 5.17 (i) If (5.2) is ultimately right-T-finite it is ultimately right-T-
stationary;

(ii) if (5.2) i5 ultimately left-T-finite it is ultimately left-T-stationary;
(iii) if (5.2) is ultimately right-T-stationary then coker a'^Dco;
(iv) if {5.2) is ultimately left-T-stationary then ^5~°°^ker ôc";

(v) a is ultimately positively (negatively) stationary if and only if â is ultimately

positively (negatively) stationary.
Proof (i) and (ii) are trivial; (iii) and (iv) are translations of Theorem 6.10 of 2)

[10]. To prove (v), we consider the Rees System (5.6). First we remark that if

x) In the notation of [10], we hâve an =¦ vn rjn : D -» Dn >~» Z>, and / lim(2>n, vn), 0 lim
0M«).

2) The slight generalization of the concept 'ultimate', compared with [10], complicates the proof
imperceptibly.
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,p^o, and if n>m9 then «»«: Dp>q

then suppose that a is ultimately positively stationary. If we fix q, then 3«0, nl9 p0, px
such that

ocp'0q is an isomorphism, p> p0,
aj^"1 is an isomorphism, p>Pi.

Let « max (/*0, n^, P=max(po + n~-no,pl+n — nl). Then

aj'* and v?n>q~x are isomorphisms, p>P.
We study the nth derived System of (5.6). Adopting the convention that Dp'q is a sub-

object of Dpq, we hâve the exact séquence

p + n~l,q ~P-I,q-1
Dp +n-l,q^n nP + n,q rp,q np- 1 ,q-1 un np,q-l

n > Un -*&„-+ Un >- Un ->•••.

This shows that Ep>q=0 for p>P+1. Hère w and P are functions of ^. Let A^=max
(n(q)9 n(q— 1)) and consider the following exact séquence extracted from the lower
couple of the nth derived System of (5.6):

Then ^'^ 0 if p>P+l, EpN~N>q~l=0 iî p>P + N+l. Thus if p>P+N+l, â%q

is an isomorphism, so â is ultimately positively stationary. The converse is proved
by the same argument and the case of négative stationarity similarly.

Remarks (i) We may suppress the word 'ultimately' from any of the statements

of Proposition 5.17.

(ii) Proposition 5.17(v) shows that we could hâve defined right- and left-station-

arity for (5.2) in terms of a or â. We chose the définitions given because the stated

hypothèses seem to arise naturally in applications.

Theorem 5.18 If a (or ôl) is ultimately stationary, then the spectral séquence of
(5.6) converges finitely. That is, given p, q, there exists N, such that E^q

Proof This was proved in [10], Theorem 6.13, under more gênerai assumptions

on the degrees of p and y, but with a more restricted définition of ultimate stationarity.
However the essential observation in the proof is that, for each q, there exist P\ P\
n such that

E™=0 except perhaps if P" <p<P'\
and the argument for this was given in the proof of Proposition 5.17(v) above.

We then conclude that
(5.19)

pro\idedN>{P'(q+l)-p-l,p+l-P"(q~l),n(q+l),n(q-l)}.
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Plainly (5.19) implies that, with such a value of N,

Proposition 5.17 and Theorem 5.18 enable us to strengthen Corollary 5.16 in the
following way.

Theorem 5.20 (i) If the factorization (5.2) is ultimately right-T-finite then
ker a"^^D~°° and there is an exact séquence

(ii) If the factorization (5.2) is ultimately left-T-finite then coker â'^/)00 and
there is an exact séquence

(iii) If the factorization (5.2) is ultimately T-finite then the spectral séquence of
(5.6) converges finitely and

Proof We prove (i) and (ii) by invoking Proposition 5.17(v), and Theorem 6.10

of [10]. (iii) just restâtes Theorem 5.18 and Corollary 5.16 (iii).
Remarks (i) In Theorem 5.10 (i, ii) we may replace &F by ^D00, ^Z>~°°respeo

tively. However the real interest of this theorem is likely to be precisely that ^D~°°,
^Z)00 measure the déviation of E^ (which is 'too big') from &F.

(ii) It is évident, when the argument of Theorem 5.18 is analysed, that if (5.2) is

ultimately right-r-stationary, then, given (/?, q), there is an A^ such that

and that, if (5.2) is ultimately left-J-stationary, then, given (p, q), there is an N2

such that

(iii) If ÎI is a category of modules then coker â' ^ ŒD00 without further hypothesis
on the factorization; but one cannot infer the short exact séquence of Theorem 5.20

(ii).
Diagram (5.11) demonstrates the crucial rôle played by coker a' and ker a" in

studying the relation between £w and &F. It is therefore worthwhile giving
alternative characterizations of thèse objects which may be better adapted to our
applications (see section 7). We study the case of ker a" in détail and appeal to the duality
principle for the interprétation of coker 5'.

Referring back to the factorization (5.1), let us set

jp.n =jpjp-l -Jp-n> n ^ 0- (5-21)
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Then plainly
__Jp+l,n8p-n £p+l »

and, more generally,
Jp+tcn +k-lgp-n^gp + k P-22)

We now apply the centre part of the diagram (3.2) with w=gp_n, t>=/p n_2>

w~jp+u to obtain the commutative diagram

where the rows are exact, a" is the nth iterate of a, the dimension symbols on the

morphisms hâve been suppressed, and <x(n% P(n), y(n) are merely ad hoc notations
for the morphisms of the exact séquence obtained by applying (J, co) to the object
(jp+un,gp-n) of G3. Of course, <x(«)=a"+1.

Theorem 5.24 (ker a")p'€= f\Im ^ny(n).
Proof. This theorem holds in any abelian category 3t when we interpret the right

hand side as lim /*„, where <xny{n) splits as finen. However, since this theorem is quoted

mainly with a view to certain spécifie applications, we will be content to give a proof
when 31 is a category of modules.

Now xefkera*)** if and only if xeyTq+1(jp+t) and xea"T9(gp_n) for every n.

Moreover, it follows from the exaetness of the rows of (5.23) that xeyTq+l(jp+l)n
na"T4(gp_ll) if and only if x€ocny(n)Tq+i(jp+in). This proves the theorem if 31 is

a category of modules.
We note that, for x to be a non-zero élément of (ker <x")p'q9 it is necessary and

sufficient that x should be in the image of every Tq+t(jp+ln) without being in the

image of Tq+1(gp+i% or, as we may write gp+t for this purpose as jp+loo, without
being in the image of Tq+l(jp+it00). This formulation expresses most clearly the

situation under which we will arrive at a non-zero object ker a".

We now pass briefly to a discussion of coker S'. We consider the diagram

y S B

I j, / 1 x (5.25)

This diagram may be brought into closer relation to (5.23) by writing

(It would thus be reasonable to write jp for jp also). Then if P(n)ân splits as /(„£„, we
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have (compare the interprétation of Theorem 5.24)

(cokerâ')p'«=limë,,. (5.27)

Assuming 31 to be a category of modules, we may say that xeDp'q Tq(gp) represents
a non-zero élément of (coker âf)p'q if and only if it has non-zero image under every
morphism fî(n)ân, n>0.

6. The contravariant case

Since ail our results have been obtained for composition functors into arbitrary
abelian catégories there has been no logical necessity to deal separately with covariant
and contravariant functors. However, in the applications we make in the next section
we are concerned with catégories of modules and it will therefore be convenient to
reformulate our results for contravariant functors. Ail that is involved, then, is the
mechanical process of interpreting our results, obtained for composition functors
from (£ to 31, in 3lopp. However it will be convenient to reformulate some of our
définitions, too : for it is realistic to suppose given a factorization of a morphism in (£,

together with a composition functor, as defined in section 2, from G to 3lopp, with
the interest residing in the interprétation in 31.

Définition 6.1 A contravariant composition functor from G to 31 is a composition
functor from (£ to 3lopp.

Remark It is perfectly acceptable to regard a composition functor from (£opp to
31 as a contravariant composition functor from (£ to 31, since we may identify (Kopp)2

with ((£2)opp in an obvious way. However, this point of view leads to the convention
that the 'Connecting homomorphism' co reduces degree by 1. Since in our applications
it is natural (or customary, according to viewpoint) to have co raise degree by 1 in
the contravariant case, we prefer to adopt Définition 6.1 rather than that indicated in
this remark; of course the latter could be brought into line by changing the sign of
the degree index on the graded functor T.

Let (T, co) be a contravariant composition functor from G to 31 throughout this
section. Our notational conventions are sufficiently indicated by the following
proposition.

Proposition 6.2 Corresponding toeach object(f g)o/&3 there is an exact séquence

in 31, which is natural in the évident sensé.

We will not stop to describe explicitly the contravariant forms of the theorems
of sections 2, 3, 4 since thèse are obtained immediately. Our real concern in this
section is to translate the principal results of section 5.
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We will find it convenient to reindex the factors in a factorization (5.2) as follows.
Weset

p~lf gp, - oo < p < oo (6.3)gpgp+ \ jpgp+ x
gp

Formally we may write

gp=

and we may identify (6.3) with (5.2) by the rule

J p J » gp g > gp g (6.4)

This rule is important since, in practice, we often wish to consider a single factorization

and apply to it various functors, covariant and contravariant. However, the

advantage of the adoption of (6.3) is that it assigns to j, g, g, and the index p9 under
the contravariant composition functor (T, co), the same rôles as they played originally
under a (covariant) composition functor. In other words, (6.3) could be interpreted
as expressing (5.2) in the category (£opp (see the Remark above).

Now let the contravariant composition-functor from (£ to 91 be applied to the

factorization (6.3). We obtain the basic theorem:

Theorem 6.5 There is a diagram in 2IZxZ

(6.6)

in which

(i) D (D"">) (T"(g*)); D (#"«) (r«(gp)): E (£'••) (T"(/));

-,); y"-""-"(ii) o»«

^ œ^g); ç, tCv); v r
(iii) deg a. deg â (1,0); deg p deg y (0,0);

deg y deg P deg £ (- 1,1); deg, (p deg, <p 0; degp ^
(iv) (a, p, y) and (â, P, y) are exact couples;

(v) (£, (p, ç>) is a« exacf triangle;
(vi) fAe commutativity relations a.^=^ôt,P^P,y ^y hold;

1 ;
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(vii) (pp+iap cpp, ôtpcpp (pp+1for ail p, q;
(viii) çp(pp yPpfor allp,q;
(ix) the spectral séquences associated with (a, /?, y), (â, jS, y) coïncide and

dp'q (oq(jpJp-l):Ep>q->Ep-1>q+i. (6.7)

Note that the only formai différence between diagrams (5.6) and (6.6) is that the

#-degrees of the morphisms hâve been changed into their négatives. The other
différence is one of interprétation, based on the device (6.4) of renaming the factors
in the factorization of/. Since ail our subséquent theorems in section 5 are based on
Theorem 5.5, they therefore remain valid (with the replacement only of q by —q
where appropriate) in the new interprétation. In particular

Theorem 6.8 Let (T, co) be a contravariant composition functor from (£ to 31 and
let (6.3) be a factorization offin (£. Then the limit diagram (5.11) holds with the sole

change that the morphisms £', £" hâve degrees (—1,1). The interprétation of the morphisms

0/(5.11) is made through Theorem 6.5. Theorem 5.12 remains valid.

We say that the factorization (6.3) is left-J-rlnite if D is positively graded in (6.6)
with the évident generalization to ultimate left-r-finiteness. Similarly we say that
(6.3) is (ultimately) right-J-stationary if OL\T{g)^T{g) is (ultimately) positively
stationary. Then Corollary 5.16, Proposition 5.17, Theorems 5.18 and 5.20 ail
continue to hold, without any change of wording. However it is particularly necessary
at this stage to stress the différence of interprétation. It would be absurd to change the

notion of a left-finite or right-flnite factorization according to whether we anticipated
the application of a covariant or a contravariant functor. Thus we must remember

that, if (J, co) is a covariant composition-functor then a /e/r-finite factorization is

left-T-finitt; but if (T, co) is a contravariant composition functor then a /ç/if-finite
factorization is right-T-finite.

Also we must change the interprétations given at the close of section 5 of the

objects ker a", coker â', which play so crucial a rôle in the passage from E^ to
The diagram corresponding to (5.23) is

...- r-V"1)-^ TV) -^>rV+1)-^ n/+1) —
where

/'n=/-\../,n>0. (6.10)

Then Theorem 5.24 holds:

(ker a")p'« frima?y(n); (6.11)
n

and, as in the covariant case, we find that (ker (x")p'q is non-zero if and only if there
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is an élément1) in Tq(gp) which lies in the image of every Tq~1(jp+U") without being
in the image of r9"1^4"1).

The diagram corresponding to (5.25) is

^"^rV"1)^ Tq(gp) L Tq+\rl)

where f>n jp...jp+\n > 0,

(and jp=jp). Then (5.27) remains true with the same formai définition of ën; and,
when 31 is a category of modules, we conclude that xeDp'q Tq(gp) represents a

non-zero élément of (coker ôtf)p'q if and only if /?(«)ânx#0e:r*"hl(/~1'n) for ail n.

7. Applications to algebraic topology

We confine ourselves to applications of the gênerai theory to various spectral

séquences of algebraic topology, ail obtained from suitable factorizations of maps by
applying homotopy or cohomology functors. In establishing the existence of the

spectral séquences under considération, only the axioms for composition functors are

used, and excision and homotopy play no rôle. However they are essential in obtaining
properties of the spectral séquences; e.g., in Computing the first terms and in discussing

convergence. The factorizations are either skeleton décompositions of CW-complexes
or successive fibrations. Some of the examples are only sketched ; complète arguments
and further developments will be or hâve been given elsewhere.

Example 7.1. Let (£ be the category of based CW-complexes; for Xe(£, Xp will
dénote the/?-skeleton of A", forp^O, Xp base-point o forp<09jp=j~~p the embedding

Xp-.l<=.Xp,f—...jp+ljpjp_l... the embedding oeX. If X is finite-dimensional, of
dimension N9jp — 1 for p>N. The maps gp,gp of the former sections are

gp g~p inclusion o -> Xp,
êP g~P inclusion Xp_ t -» X.

The factorization is left-finite, and finite if X is finite-dimensional.
Further let T be the truncated composition functor of Example 4.8: Tq is the

homotopy group functor IIq(A9 )=II(ZqA, for q>3, T€=0 for q<>\, and T2(f)
for/: X->Y'm G is the cokernel off*;n2(A9 X)-+n2(A9 Y). The "lower end" of the

*) We assume hère that % is a category of modules, so that we may talk of éléments.
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exact triple séquence for the triple gfis

Applying this functor to the skeleton factorization of/:o-»X, we obtain a Rees

system and, the factorization being left-J-finite, a spectral séquence (En, dn) whose
limit E^ is related to the Fq=IIq(A, X) by the exact séquence (cf. Theorem 5.20)

Hère F is the graded Abelian group whose ^-component Fq is IIq(A, X) for q>2,
0 for q<2, filtered by the images of the FIq(A, Xp), The spectral séquence starts with
E0 (Ep0'q), Ep0'q nq(Aijp) for q>39 Epo>q 0 for q<2, and Ep0>2 is the cokernel of
the map n2(A9 Xp_1)->n2(A, Xp) induced by the embedding. The differential dp'q

is the boundary homomorphism nq(AJp)-±nq-x{AJp-^) in the triple séquence for
jpjp-1 (<7 > 3); it is the homomorphism J73 (,4,yp)->Coker (J72(A, Xp_ 2)->172 (A,Xp_ t))
for q 3. This is a mild generalization of the Massey spectral séquence [19] which we
obtain by putting A SO.

The groups B*-* Ilq(A9gp) for (?>3, Coker (II2(A, Xp_l)-+II2(A, X)) for
# 2, and 0 for q<2. If Xis finite-dimensional, we know that &D°° is 0. For gênerai
X, if we assume A to be a finite-dimensional CW-complex, we hâve nq(A9 gp) 0 for
p>P depending on q and the dimension of A; thus again @D°°=0: If A or X are
finite-dimensional, E^ is related to the FIq(A9 X) by

A,X), q>2,
0 q<2.

Example 7.2. Hère we apply the truncated contravariant homotopy group
functor nq( ,B) to the skeleton factorization of Ex. 7.1; i.e., Tq TIq{ B) for
q ;> 3, Tq 0 for q<2 and T2(/) cokernel of/*:I72(7, B)-*TI2(X, B) forf:X-+Y.
The functor being contravariant, the index p in the bigrading of E, D etc. will
refer to the notation jp9 gp and gp of the factorization, according to the conventions
laid down in section 6 (note that the g-index in the triple séquence for Tq is decreasing,
which is not customary for contravariant functors; this, however, does not affect the

gênerai arguments of section 6).
In the Rees System and the spectral séquence obtained hère, the relevant terms

can be described as follows (we do not insist hère on the small values of q, but simply
note thatfor q<2 everything is 0): E0={Ep'q) with1) E;p>q=Ilq(j-p9 B) nq(jp, B); by
excision this is naturally isomorphic to nq^t(XpIXp.u B) n(Xp/Xp_uQq'iB),

*) We could translate our statements about Er into the usual statements by replacing -p by p.
But this would force us also to change the statements of Section 6. A similar remark also applies
to the subséquent examples.
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which is equal, under an obvious identification, to the cellular cochain group
CP{X\ np+q_t(B)). The differential dôPtq: E;p>q-+E-p~1>qJrX can be computed
explicitely: it is the combinatorial coboundary

of the CJF-complex X. Without giving the proof in détail, we simply remark that
the only non-trivial argument to be used is the homotopy addition theorem, when X
is assumed to be a simplicial complex. Thus EÎP'9 is equal to the cellular cohomology
group H'iXiitp+t-^B)). For the groups D (Dpq)9 D (Dp>q) and F=(Fq) we hâve

D~pq nq(g-p,B) nq(gp,B)
î>~vq nq(g~p,B) nq(gp,B) s nix^a*-1 b),
Fq =nq(f,B) =n(x9Qq-1B),

and the filtration (Fq)~p of Fq is by the images of the groups n(XIXp_uQq~lB)
under the maps X-+X/Xp-1. The (— /?)-component of &Fq is

l Im niX/Xp.^Q9'1 B)/Im n{XjXp9Qq~l B).

Since D~p*q 0 for /?<0, i.e. for —p>0, the factorization is right-T-finite, and
hence there is the exact séquence

^ kera\

Furthermore, if Xis finite-dimensional, D~pq 0 for large/?, i.e., for small —p, and
thus the factorization is also left-jT-finite, which yields ^F^E^. The same conclusion
holds for arbitrary X, if B has only a finite number of homotopy groups nr^0; for
there is, in that case, for each q an integer P{q) such that D~pq n(X/Xp.l, Qq'x B)
=0 for p>F(q)9 in other terms, for —p< —P{q).

In conclusion we hâve a spectral séquence starting with EÏP'q Hp(X',np+q-.l(B))
and converging to

E~p'q &~p II(X^Q9'1 (B))

if X has finite dimension or if B has only a finite number of nr^0; in the gênerai case

&~pIl(X,Qq~1 B) is isomorphic to a subgroup of E^p'q, the factor group being iso-

morphic to (ker <x")~p*q as described in 5.24. - The spectral séquence above is due to
Fédérer [14].

It should be noted that in gênerai the filtration of Fq n(X9 Qq~lB) is not
complète [13]. The direct limit (—p->co, i.e. /?-* —oo) is, of course, equal to

Fq=n(X,Qq~iB); the inverse limit (p-*oo) of the corresponding cofiltration
Fq/(Fq)-p=n(X,Qq-lB)\ïm n(X/Xp.u Q^1 J8)is ^Fq/Fq, where Pq^tt{X9 Q^^)
is the subgroup consisting of those homotopy classes X-*Qq~lB which vanish on ail
skeleta Xp^i9 and this subgroup need not be 0. Since we are not interested hère in the
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comparison theorem for spectral séquences, completeness is not of main importance.
However, the subgroup Fq is relevant to the information on Fq obtained from the
spectral séquence. Since &Fq &(Fq/Fq), the information, given by the spectral
séquence and ker a", can only help us in reconstructing IJ(X9Qq~1 B)/ft(X, Qq~1 B).
In the two spécial cases above which yield E(X)^<^F{Xfinite-dimensional or B having
a finite number of 7tr#0), the group H(X, Qq~1B) is 0.

Example 7.3. The Fédérer spectral séquence can be applied to representable
cohomology théories, as follows. Let {Bm,am} be an O-spectrum; i.e., Bm, meZ, is

a séquence of based topological spaces and the am are homotopy équivalences
Bm-+QBm+i. Then, for f:X~*Y the groups nq(f,Bm+q.t) are defined and abelian
for ail q>\ and independent of q (up to natural isomorphisms); they can thus be

identified with each other and denoted by hm(f). Iff:o-+X, the group hm{f) is,

according to usual conventions, written hm(X). The functor hm is a (reduced)
cohomology functor fulfilling the exactness, excision and homotopy axioms, but
in gênerai not the dimension axiom hm(So) 0 for m^O. The dimension axiom is

fulfilled if and only if the spectrum is the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum Bm — K{G, m)
for a fixed abelian group G, m>0, Bm — o for m<0.

In order to apply the Fédérer séquence, we can fix the value of q, e.g. by taking
# 3, and choose B Bm + 2; then hm( /73( Bm + 2) ^ a contravariant composition
functor, where now m plays the rôle of q in the gênerai theory. The various groups in
the Rees system and the spectral séquence for the skeleton décomposition of x are :

E;P,m Cp(X;np+2(Bm+2)) Cp(X;no (Bm_p)) - Cp(X;hm~p(So)),

d;p'm being the cellular coboundary CP(X; hm-p(S0))->Cp+1(X; hm~p(S0));

(obtained as n{XjXp.u Q2Bm + 2) Tl(X/Xp_u Bm))9

Fm hm(X), filtered by (Fm)~p Im hm(XIXp-x).

The factorization is always right-h-finite. It is also left-h-finite {a) if X is finite
dimensional or (b) if hm(So) 0 for m<M, for some MeZ. The proof of (a) is

immédiate, since D~p>m 0 for/?>dim X. In the case (b), we hâve nr(Bm) hm~r(S0)=
0 for m — r< M, i.e. for r>m — M; in other words, there is an integer P(m) such

that n(X/Xp-u Bm) 0 for p>P(m), hence D"p'm 0 for -p< -P(m).
We thus obtain a spectral séquence, generalizing the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

séquence [2], relating ordinary and extraordinary cohomology on CW-complexes:
E;p>m is the cellular cohomology group Hp{X\hm~p{S0))\ and E~Pfm the graded

group &-phm(X) associated with the fibration (hm(X))'p=subgroup of hm(X)
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consisting of those éléments which vanish onlp-!, if (a) Zis finite-dimensional or if
(b) hm(So)=0 for small m. In the gênerai case, not assuming (a) or (b), &~phm(X) is

a subgroup of Eâp>m> the factor group being =(ker cc")~p>m. This group, measuring
the "déviation from convergence" of the spectral séquence, has been described in
(6.11): it consists of those éléments of D~p'm=hm(X/Xp-.t) which are images under
<xny(n): hm-1(Xp-i+JXp.2)-+hm(X/Xp-.1) for ail n (note that for the index p in
(6.9)—(6.11) we hâve taken hère —p). A non-zero élément of (ker <x")~~Ptm is thus an

xehm(X/Xp-.l) such that there is, for each n, an élément yn€H*~1(Xp-1+JXp-2)
mapped under the "coboundary" a" y (ri) to x, but where no yn can be chosen so as to
corne from a y€hm~1(X/Xp^2) under the restriction from X to Xp_1+n.

As before in 7.2, the filtration of Fm=hm(X) is not complète; the information
given by the spectral séquence will refer to the factor group hm(X)/hm(X) only,
km(X) being the subgroup consisting of éléments of hm(X) which vanish on ail skeleta

Xr The filtration of hm(X)/ftm(X) is then complète, and every élément of hm(X)/hm(X)
is actually represented in E^ (but E^ may be "too big"). In the two convergence
cases (a) and (b) above, where E^p'm ^~phm(X), the group fim(X) is automatically 0;
this is obvious in case (a), and follows, in case (b), from the relation nr(Bm) 0 for
r>m — M: an élément xefim(X) is represented by a map gx: X-+Bm which is null-
homotopic on ail skeleta, and it is possible to choose the nullhomotopies such that
they are cohérent, and hence yield a nullhomotopy of gx.

If, in particular, a representable cohomology theory hm with dimension axiom is

considered, condition (b) is fulfilled. We thus hâve EnP'm &~phm(X), the filtration
being complète. Moreover Eïp'm Hp(X; hm'p(So))=0 for m*p,=Hp(X;G) for

m=p9 and thus ail differentials dw n>l, vanish; thus E^pm Hp(X;G) for m=p9
and =0 for m#/?, which yields

hm(X)^Hm(X;G);

Thus a representable cohomology theory with dimension axiom coincides with cellular

cohomology on the category of ail CW-complexes.

Remark 7.4. Example 7.3 (representable cohomology functors) can, of course,
be dealt with directly, without passing through the Fédérer spectral séquence 7.2.

The arguments are then exactly the same, except that the gênerai theory is applied to
the (non-truncated) composition functor hm, with Am(/) /71(/, ^m), Am(Ar)

=n(X,Bm), for the given O-spectrum {Bm, am}. In particular, the identification of
E;p>m=n(Xp/Xp^l9Bm) with the cochain group Cp(X;np(Bm))=Cp(X;hm-p(S0))
uses the fact that the homotopy functor 17 Bm) transforms an arbitrary wedge into
a product; and the computation of d~p*m~cellular coboundary is based on the

homotopy addition theorem.

Remark 7.5. In the case of an abstract cohomology theory hm (not given by an
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D-spectrum), fulfilling the exactness, excision and homotopy axioms, the spectral

séquence can be set up for an arbitrary CW-complex Xexactly as in 7.4. However, in
order to identify E~p>m with the cochain group CP(X\ hm~~p(S0))9 we need an extra
axiom saying that hm of an arbitrary wedge of sphères of the same dimension is

the product of the hm of the sphères1). The identification of d~p'm with the cellular
coboundary cannot be based on homotopy addition, but would use the degrees of the

attaching maps of the cells of X.
Thus ail the previous results hold for a cohomology theory with the "spécial wedge

axiom" above on the category of ail based CPF-complexes, with the exception that
nothing can be said about fim(X) and it is not always true that the filtration of
hm(X)/fim(X) is complète. It should, however, be remarked that according to
Brown [4], a cohomology theory with a gênerai wedge axiom is representable; thus

in the latter case we can recover ail the above results via the représentation theorem.

However, it is clear from examples that the spécial wedge axiom does not imply
representability.2)

Example 7.6. Let (£ be the category of based topological spaces, and

f=.. Jp+ijp-i..., where /: X->o is a composition of fibrationsy'p'.Xp^-^Xp, with
Xp o for/?>0. The factorization is right-finite. We have

We take T to be the covariant truncated composition functor FIq(A, of Example
4.8 and Example 7.1; we will not describe hère explicitly the modifications for low
values of q. We obtain a spectral séquence with

The groups in the Rees system are

E;p>q rq(j.p) nq(Aj.p) n
Yp being the fibre of;_p:X_(ll+1)-»X_1,;

D-»« Tf (g.,) nq(A9g_p) nq

Zp being the fibre of g_p:JSf^Z_p;

D~p>« Tq(g.p) ilf 04,g-p) nq^
The differential d~p'q is the boundary homomorphism

x) No extra axiom is needed if X is finite in each dimension.
2) (Added in proof) We discuss this question in détail in Example 7.28 of [11].
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of the triple séquence for^-j; wecan regard d~p'q\ nq^t(A, Yp)->nq.2(A, Yp+1)
as the ordinary homotopy boundary homomorphism of the fibration Fp-* Yp with
fibre Yp+1 (fp fiber ofj_p j_p_t).

Furthermore Fq=^nq{AJ)^nq.t{A, X\ filtered by the images (Fq)~p of
nq-t(A, Zp). The spectral séquence converges to E^^^F (a) if the factorization is

left-finite, i.e., ifg-p:X-*X-p is the identity for large/?; (b) if A is a finite-dimensional
CW-complex and the connectivity of Zp tends to infinity with p. The case (a) is
obvious. In the case (b) there is, for a given qy an integer P(q) such that D~pq

II(A,QqZp) 0 for -p< -P(q); hence the factorization is left-r-finite.
We thus obtain a spectral séquence starting with E~p'q FIq^1(A, Yp), Yp being

the fibre of/_p:X_(p+1)-»X_p, and converging to E~p*q ^-pnq.1(A, X\ either
(a) in the case of a finite composition X=X^N-+...-*X-.i=o of fibrations, or
(b) in the case of an infinité composition of fibrations, provided A is a finite-

dimensional CJF-complex and the connectivity of the fibres Zp of X->X-P tends to
infinity with p.

The connectivity condition in (b) is fulfilled, e.g., if the composition of fiberings is

the Postnikov décomposition of X (assumed, for simplicity, 1-connected), with

Yp fiber of j_p K(np(X)9p).
Then

E;p>q ^nq^(A9K(np(X),p) n(A,Qq-lK(np(X),p))
n(A,K(np(X),p - q + 1) Hp-q+l(A;np(X)),

and the d~p'q are easily deducible from the Postnikov invariants of X. For a finite-
dimensional CW-complex, E~p'q^&-pIIq-.l(A, X).

As another application of the présent example one may also obtain the Adams
spectral séquence [1], as described in [17]. In this case we again hâve kera" 0

although neither condition (a) nor (b) is, in gênerai, fulfilled.
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